
 

 

ARE YOU OUR NEW DAY 46 OUTREACH MANAGER? 

Role start date:  September 2017 

Reporting to: Naomi Telfer, Charity Lead  

Location: London: Mix of homeworking, shared working space and client location based. May be some 

national travel. 

Hours: Part time at 40% (on average 2 days per week– structure of working week can be discussed). Some 

evening and weekend work required alongside some additional volunteering on an ad-hoc basis.    

Funded by: Reaching Communities England, Big Lottery Fund 

Salary: £30K per annum FTE 

Are you passionate about supporting survivors of trafficking into hope-filled futures?  Do you have 

employability and coaching experience, able to support individuals in moving forward with their lives?  Then 

this role could be for you! 

ABOUT THE SOPHIE HAYES FOUNDATION  

The Sophie Hayes Foundation has the purpose of Empowering Survivors of Trafficking to Build Hope Filled 

Futures.   We were set up in 2011 by a survivor of trafficking called Sophie Hayes, who wrote a book called 

‘Trafficked’ about her experience and formed the charity with the proceeds.   

Our purpose is: We Empower Survivors of Trafficking to Build Hope-Filled Futures. 

HOW WE DO THIS 

We work to enable survivors to build independent, purposeful lives after they leave safehouse support.  

SURVIVOR SUPPORT: We support survivors of trafficking and modern-day slavery through: 

• DAY 46 PROGRAMME: our confidence-building and employability programme, delivered in safe 
houses and communities across London and beyond. 

• DAY 46 OUTREACH: 1:1 employability coaching and access to college education and volunteer 
placements 

• DAY 46+: Long term community and leadership development for survivors of trafficking  

RESEARCH: We provide credible research on topics related to human trafficking, and engage with the academic side 
of the topic.  

AWARENESS: We help survivors to tell their story if they choose to, in any way they feel comfortable, as a platform 
to create awareness and instigate change globally regarding human trafficking. 

You can read more about us here.  

 

 

 

 

https://sophiehayesfoundation.org/about/vision-and-methodology/


 

MORE ABOUT THIS ROLE 

The Sophie Hayes Foundation has received funding from the Big Lottery to expand the Day 46 Programme 

across 7 cities across England to reach over 150 survivors of trafficking with confidence and employability 

workshops, coaching and placements over the next three years.  

This is a unique role funded by the Big Lottery at a pivotal time for the Sophie Hayes Foundation. This role will 

work alongside our Day 46 Programme Manager to sustain and build and manage our outreach service – 

coaching survivors of trafficking in confidence and employability, helping them access the opportunities that 

will unlock their futures such as training, education, work experience and volunteering.   

This is a role designed for someone who is very people focused, has an eye to detail, a natural coach, 

encouraging, insightful, creative, organised and willing to adapt to the changing lives of those you are 

supporting.  You will have great perseverance and flexibility, a good dose of empathy, quick to listen, 

understand and lead women forward as they navigate a challenging transition in their lives.  You will be a 

natural leader as part of the Sophie Hayes Foundation core team, with some people management experience 

to help you lead the interns that will report into you.  You will also have vision for the future and a strategic 

mind, as together with other team members you will co-create the future of Sophie Hayes Foundation to 

enable our outreach services to reach beyond London. 

BEHAVIOURS AND REQUIREMENTS 

BEHAVIOURS 

• Coaching and development: able to bring the best out of others, committed to individual growth  

• Stakeholder engagement and partnerships: Able to build strong, effective relationships  

• Autonomy: Self-leadership and personal initiative  

• Organised: Able to process details, create structure and follow process.  

• Responsibility: You do what you say you will do and take accountability.   

• Flexible: Able to ‘muck in’ and support where needed.  

EXPERIENCES 

Essential   

• Teaching, coaching or training: Experienced in teaching others and bringing out the best in those 

around you.  Curious, insightful and committed to the growth of everyone you work with.  

• Forming partnerships: Experience in building alignment with partners over a shared agenda.  

Experience in influencing others for a common goal and managing complex stakeholder relationships. 

• Case support work: experienced in supporting individuals to overcome challenges, advocating for 

them, following up and breaking down barriers to progress 

• Employability: experience in employability, helping people access work, training and education, and 

understanding the commercial workplace is a strong advantage in this role.  

CORE ACCOUNTABILITIES 

1. INDIVIDUAL CASE WORK  

• Design the Day 46 Outreach programme methodology, materials and core processes, including liaison 

and handover from Day 46 facilitation team, working with partners across the sector and coaching 

design and methodology  

• Deliver case work support (directly or through team members) to survivors of trafficking:  

 

a) Employability Coaching – focused on identifying strengths, purpose and career planning, in a 

manner and approach consistent with the Day 46 Programme (focus on identity, hope and 

empowerment).  Provide insight and input into the employability aspects of the Day 46 

Programme.  



 

b) Identifying and matching individuals on placement, training or work shadowing opportunities  

c) Working in collaboration with case support workers, support the activation of longer term 

training plans in a suitable location for the individual.  

 

2. PARTNERSHIPS CREATION AND MANAGEMENT  

• Build and maintain relationships with employability and training partners across London in 

partnership with the Day 46 Programme Manager (and elsewhere in the UK as defined through the 

programme delivery).    

• For each woman who experiences the Day 46 case work support, identify at least one suitable 

placement or training experience that will further their career in the right direction. Continue to 

review the success of this placement with placement providers, resolving any issues as they emerge 

and working to continually enhance the experience and outcomes for all parties involved.  

• Create and maintain a database of opportunities with partnerships available for Day 46 graduates 

around London, which can be used for matching purposes. 

• Work in partnership with the awareness team to build collateral that can build our credibility with 

potential new and current partners  

• Ensure we comply with our safeguarding principles and that all required paperwork is completed and 

stored safely.  

   

3. MONITORING, REPORTING AND EVALUATION  

• Manage Big Lottery KPI’s and terms of grant related to the Outreach Component of the programme. 

Collate qualitative and quantitative data and stories for use in the final funding report for Big Lottery  

• Support monthly trustee reporting and annual reports.  

• Continually enhance and improve the outreach service based on feedback.  

 

4. FUNDRAISING  

• In partnership with the Day 46 Programme Manager and Charity Lead, identify and leverage funding 

pipelines to enable delivery of the Day 46 Outreach Programme across the 7 cities identified in the Big 

Lottery funding grant.  

• In partnership with the charity lead and Day 46 Programme Manager, design the appropriate 

outreach structure to complement the Day 46 workshops, identifying a sustainable and impactful 

method of outreach delivery across the UK.  

 

5. LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES AND PEOPLE MANAGEMENT  

• Operate as a core member of the Sophie Hayes team, taking leadership as appropriate for other 

charity management activities that may be required on occasion – such as planning and leading team 

meetings, training volunteers in the programme, supporting administrative processes connected to 

the delivery of Day 46 programme and representing the charity externally.   

• Ensure that there is regular and effective communication between you and the wider team in regards 

to the overall programme and case work progress.  This may include updates at team meetings or full 

team emails from you to the wider team.  

• Manage 1-3 outreach interns, with potential for more longer term depending on the expansion 

method chosen.  Ensure excellent recruitment, people development, management and support for 

these interns, unlocking potential and ensuring high quality of delivery and service.  

TO APPLY, PLEASE EMAIL YOUR COVERING LETTER AND CV TO INFO@SOPHIEHAYESFOUNDATION.ORG BY 5PM 

MONDAY 21st  AUGUST 2017 

mailto:INFO@SOPHIEHAYESFOUNDATION.ORG

